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ABSTRACT
Recently acquired WFC3 UV (F275W and F336W) imaging mosaics under the Legacy
Extragalactic UV Survey (LEGUS) combined with archival ACS data of M51 are used
to study the young star cluster (YSC) population of this interacting system. Our newly
extracted source catalogue contains 2834 cluster candidates, morphologically classified
to be compact and uniform in colour, for which ages, masses and extinction are derived.
In this first work we study the main properties of the YSC population of the whole
galaxy, considering a mass-limited sample. Both luminosity and mass functions follow
a power law shape with slope -2, but at high luminosities and masses a dearth of
sources is observed. The analysis of the mass function suggests that it is best fitted
by a Schechter function with slope -2 and a truncation mass at 1.00 ± 0.12 × 105
M. Through Monte Carlo simulations we confirm this result and link the shape
of the luminosity function to the presence of a truncation in the mass function. A
mass limited age function analysis, between 10 and 200 Myr, suggests that the cluster
population is undergoing only moderate disruption. We observe little variation in the
shape of the mass function at masses above 1 × 104 M over this age range. The
fraction of star formation happening in the form of bound clusters in M51 is ∼ 20%
in the age range 10 to 100 Myr and little variation is observed over the whole range
from 1 to 200 Myr.
Key words: galaxies: star clusters: general – galaxies: individual: M51, NGC 5194 –
galaxies: star formation
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1 INTRODUCTION
The majority of stars do not form in isolation but in ar-
eas of clustered star formation (e.g. Lada & Lada 2003). In
some cases, the densest areas of these large regions result
in gravitationally bound stellar systems, commonly referred
to as star clusters. These bound systems can survive for
hundreds of Myr. To distinguish them from ancient stellar
objects like the globular clusters (GCs), we refer to them as
young stellar clusters (YSCs). They usually populate star-
forming galaxies in the local universe (e.g. Larsen 2006b)
and their physical properties (ages, masses) can in princi-
ple be used to determined star formation histories (SFHs)
of the hosting galaxies (e.g. Miller et al. 1997; Goudfrooij
et al. 2004; Konstantopoulos et al. 2009; Glatt et al. 2010).
Over the past 20 years, studies of the distributions of
YSC luminosities and masses in local galaxies have shown
that they are well-described by a power law function of the
formNdm ∝Mαdm, with a slope α ∼ −2, observed both for
low-mass clusters in the Milky Way (Piskunov et al. 2006),
in the Magellanic Clouds (Baumgardt et al. 2013; de Grijs
& Anders 2006) and in M31 (Fouesneau et al. 2014), and for
sources up to masses of ∼ 105−106 M in nearby spirals and
starburst galaxies (Chandar et al. 2010; Konstantopoulos
et al. 2013; Whitmore et al. 2010). This result is expected if
star formation happens in a hierarchical manner, dominated
by interstellar medium (ISM) turbulence, and the clusters
occupy the densest regions (e.g. Elmegreen et al. 2006; see
also Elmegreen 2010 for a review).
Despite observational and theoretical progress over the
past few decades, many questions concerning the properties
of YSC populations remain open. Among these: is cluster
formation only driven in space and time by size–of–sample
effects (e.g. Hunter et al. 2003), with an increasing number
of clusters found in galaxies with higher star formation rate
(SFR)? Will the galactic environment (ISM conditions, gas
fraction, galaxy type) where clusters form leave an imprint
on the final properties of the YSC populations? When we
look at YSC populations in local spirals (e.g. Larsen 2004),
merger systems (e.g. Whitmore et al. 1999) and dwarf galax-
ies (e.g. Billett et al. 2002) it is challenging to discern the role
played by statistical sampling (e.g. Fumagalli et al. 2011)
and environment.
Even the exact shape of the mass function is still de-
bated, in particular concerning its high mass end. Some early
studies (e.g. Larsen 2006a) have pointed out the dearth of
massive YSCs if a single power law fit of slope −2 describes
the upper-part of the YSC mass function. Gieles et al. (2006)
have proposed a Schechter function as a better description of
the YSC mass function in local galaxies, due to a mass trun-
cation at a characteristic mass above which the likelihood of
forming massive clusters goes rapidly to zero.
In order to be able to characterise how star clusters form
and evolve, it is important to study a statistically meaningful
sample. The Legacy Extragalactic UV Survey (LEGUS) is a
Cycle 21 HST Treasury program which observed 50 nearby
galaxies from the UV to NIR bands, with the goal of deriving
high quality star cluster catalogues, and, more in general,
of studying star formation at intermediate scales, linking
the smallest (stellar) scales to the larger (galactic) ones (see
Calzetti et al. 2015). In general, the large number of galaxies
and galaxy properties available in LEGUS will enable us to
statistically study YSC populations over a wide range of
galactic environments (Adamo et al. 2017).
Among the most interesting galaxies in the LEGUS cat-
alogue is NGC 5194 (also known as M51a or the Whirlpool
Galaxy), because of its proximity and the number of star
clusters that it hosts. It is a spiral galaxy, catalogued as
SAbc1, almost face-on (inclination angle i ≈ 22◦, Colombo
et al. 2014b) at a distance of 7.66 Mpc (Tonry et al. 2001).
M51a is interacting with the (smaller) companion galaxy
NGC 5195 and it is probably this interaction that is the
cause of a marked spiral geometry and a high star formation
process (a SFR value of 2.9 M/yr is derived from published
total fluxes in the far-UV and 24µm, combined using the
recipe by Hao et al. 2011) sustained over time (e.g. Dobbs
et al. 2010). The two galaxies together form the M51 sys-
tem. In the remainder of this paper we will use the name
M51 mainly referring to the main spiral galaxy M51a. This
galaxy hosts numerous star formation complexes (Bastian
et al. 2005b), HII regions (Thilker et al. 2000; Lee et al.
2011) and YSCs and it has been a benchmark in the study
of extragalactic star and cluster formation.
High-brightness blue sources in M51 have been stud-
ied already by Georgiev et al. (1990). In more recent years,
broadband and narrowband imaging with the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) Wide-Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2)
in various bands from UV to NIR were used for initial stud-
ies of the cluster population in small parts of the galaxy
(Bik et al. 2003; Bastian et al. 2005a; Gieles et al. 2005; Lee
et al. 2005). Later optical observations with the higher reso-
lution and more sensitive ACS camera were obtained in the
BV I bands and covered uniformly the entire galaxy allow-
ing to extend the investigation of the YSC population to the
whole galaxy (Scheepmaker et al. 2007; Hwang & Lee 2008;
Chandar et al. 2011). More recently, the coverage by the
WFPC2 F336W filter (U -band) has been expanded, with 5
more pointings, along with Hα data, allowing improved age
determination for a significant fraction of the cluster popula-
tion2 (Scheepmaker et al. 2009; Hwang & Lee 2010; Chandar
et al. 2011, 2016b).
All this effort led to the consensus that the star clus-
ter population in M51 can be described by a standard mass
distribution, i.e. a simple power law with slope -2. However,
whether the single-power law function is also a good repre-
sentation of the upper-mass end of the cluster mass function,
in terms of the eventual presence of a truncation at high
masses, is still under debate (compare e.g. Gieles et al. 2006
and Chandar et al. 2011). The analyses of the cluster mass
function evolving in time, and, more in general, of the cluster
number densities evolving with time, reach different conclu-
sions on the disruption properties of the clusters in M51.
Some studies observe a mass function evolution consistent
with a disruption time dependent on the mass of the clus-
ters (e.g. the mass-dependent disruption -MDD- model by
Gieles 2009), while in others the study of the mass function
(MF) evolution seems to exclude this model, and to favour a
1 According to the Nasa Extra-galactic Database (NED)
2 The U -band filter (or bluer filters) is fundamental to break
the age-extinction degeneracy when SEDs are compared to stellar
population synthesis models, see Anders et al. (2004)
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constant disruption time of clusters (e.g. mass independent
disruption -MID- model by Chandar et al. 2016b).
The interaction of M51 has been studied using simu-
lations in order to describe the current geometrical and dy-
namical properties of the star formation (Salo & Laurikainen
2000; Dobbs et al. 2010). Cluster properties have then been
compared with the expectations based on simulations in or-
der to test the models for the formation of the spiral struc-
ture (e.g. Chandar et al. 2011 ruled out the possibility of
self-gravity as the cause of the generation of the spiral struc-
ture).
Star formation in M51 has also been studied from the
point of view of molecular gas via radio observations (Schus-
ter et al. 2007; Koda et al. 2009, 2011 and Schinnerer et al.
2010, 2013 among the most recent). High resolution inter-
ferometric data have been used to study in detail the prop-
erties of giant molecular clouds (GMCs) (Koda et al. 2012;
Colombo et al. 2014a). The possibility of studying the galaxy
at high resolution at different wavelengths allows studying
star formation at different ages, in particular to compare the
properties of the progenitors (GMCs) and the final products
(stars and star clusters).
One of the goals of the present work is to conduct a sta-
tistically driven study of the YSC population of M51 using
the new data and cluster catalogue produced by the LEGUS
team. The new LEGUS dataset of M51 provides 5 new point-
ings in the NUV (F275W and F336W) with the Wide Field
Camera 3 (WFC3). The improved spatial resolution of the
WFC3 and sensitivity in the NUV give a better leverage on
the physical determinations of the YSC properties (Calzetti
et al. 2015). In order to compare our new catalogue with pre-
viously published works we investigate, in this paper, YSC
mass and luminosity functions for the whole galaxy. With
the help of simulated Monte Carlo cluster populations we
build a comprehensive picture of the cluster formation and
evolution in the galaxy as a whole. In a forthcoming paper
(Messa et al., in prep, hereafter Paper II) we test whether
YSC properties change across the galaxy as a function of
star formation rate (SFR) density (ΣSFR) and gas surface
density. These results can shed light on a possible environ-
mental dependences in the properties of the cluster popula-
tion and whether studies of YSC populations can be used to
characterise the galactic environment.
The paper is divided as follows: a short description of
the data is given in Section 2 and the steps necessary to pro-
duce the final cluster catalogue are described in Section 3.
In Section 4 the global properties of the sample (luminosity,
mass and age functions) are studied, while in Section 5 the
same properties are analysed using simulated Monte Carlo
populations. The fraction of star formation happening in a
clustered fashion is studied in Section 6. Finally, the conclu-
sions are summarised in Section 7.
2 DATA
A detailed description of the LEGUS general dataset and the
standard data reduction used for LEGUS imaging is given in
Calzetti et al. (2015) and we refer the reader to that paper
for details on the data reduction steps.
Here we summarize the properties of the data used in
this study. The M51 system (NGC 5194 and NGC 5195)
Table 1. Exposure times for the different filters and number of
pointings (the exposure times refer to each single pointing). As
can be noted also in Fig. 1 the ACS data cover the entire galaxy
with 6 pointings, while for the UV/U band the observations con-
sist of 5 pointings only.
Instr. Filter Expt. # Project Nr. & PI
WFC3 F275W(UV ) 2500 s 4 GO-13364 D. Calzetti
7147 s 1 GO-13340 S. Van Dyk
WFC3 F336W(U) 2400 s 4 GO-13364 D. Calzetti
4360 s 1 GO-13340 S. Van Dyk
ACS F435W(B) 2720 s 6 GO-10452 S. Beckwith
ACS F555W(V ) 1360 s 6 GO-10452 S. Beckwith
ACS F814W(I) 1360 s 6 GO-10452 S. Beckwith
spans ∼ 7× 10 arcmin on the sky at optical wavelengths (at
an assumed distance of 7.66 Mpc, from Tonry et al. 2001)
and several pointings are therefore necessary to cover their
entire angular size. The LEGUS dataset includes multi-band
data spanning the wavelength range from near-UV to near-
IR; data for M51 cover the UV (F275W), U (F336W), B
(F435W), V (F555W) and I (F814W) bands. Even though
no conversion is applied to the Cousins-Johnson filter sys-
tem, we keep the same nomenclature, due to the similarity
of the central wavelength between that system and our data.
Concerning the B, V and I filters, ACS WFC archival data
available from the Mikulski Archive for Space Telescopes
(MAST) have been re-processed. The data in these bands
include 6 pointings that cover the entire galaxy and the com-
panion galaxy NGC 5195 (GO-10452, PI: S. Beckwith).
Within the LEGUS project, the coverage has been ex-
tended to the U and UV bands. The new UV data consist
of 4 pointings covering the arms and outskirts of the galaxy
combined with a deep central exposure (GO-13340, PI: S.
Van Dyk) covering the nuclear region of the galaxy. Expo-
sure times for all filters are summarized in Tab. 1 while the
footprints of the pointings are illustrated in Figure 1.
3 CLUSTER CATALOGUE PRODUCTION
3.1 Cluster Extraction
In order to produce a cluster catalogue of the M51 galaxy
we follow the procedures described in Adamo et al. (2017),
where a detailed description of the standard reduction steps
can be found. Hereafter we describe these steps along with
the specific parameters used for the M51 dataset. The cat-
alog production is divided into 2 main parts, the cluster
extraction and the cluster classification.
The cluster extraction is executed through a semi-
automatic custom pipeline available inside the LEGUS col-
laboration. As the first step we extracted the source position
of the cluster candidates in the V band (used as reference
frame in our analysis) with SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts
1996). The parameters of SExtractor were chosen to ex-
tract sources with at least a 10σ detection in a minimum
of 10 contiguous pixels. In the same band, we measured the
concentration index (CI) on each of the extracted sources.
We use the definition for the CI as the magnitude difference
between the fluxes in circular regions of 1 and 3 pixels ra-
dius, centred on the source position. It measures how much
MNRAS 000, 1–25 (2017)
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Figure 1. UVIS (red) and ACS (orange) footprints on a DSS
image of the NGC5194 and NGC5195 system. The UVIS (white)
footprint corresponds to proposal 13340 (PI: S. Van Dyk). See
also Tab. 1 for more info on the observations.
the light is concentrated in the centre of the source and can
also be used as also a tracer of the cluster size (see Ryon
et al. 2017).
The distribution of the CI values for the extracted
sources looks like a continuous distribution, peaked around a
value of 1.3, as Fig. 2 (top left) shows, but is in fact the sum
of two sub-distributions, one for stars and one for clusters.
To understand how the distributions of CI values changes
between stars and clusters we select via visual inspection a
sample of stars and clusters that are used as training sam-
ples for our analysis. In Fig. 2, top right, we show the CI
distributions of stars and clusters. It becomes clear that the
distributions of CIs in the two cases are different. Stars,
being point sources, have CI values that do not exceed val-
ues of ∼1.4, while clusters have on average higher CI values
and a broader distribution. The distributions also suggest
that considering sources with a CI bigger than 1.35 strongly
decreases the chances of erroneously including stars in the
catalogue, thus facilitating the selection of most of the clus-
ters. Following the CI versus effective radius relation showed
in Fig. 4 of Adamo et al. (2017), we estimate that a CI cut
at 1.35 mag corresponds to a cluster effective radius of 0.5
pc. Because the distribution star cluster radii peak at ∼3
pc (Ryon et al. 2017), placing a CI cut at 1.35 mag will not
negatively impact the recovery of clusters in this system.
Aperture photometry was performed on the CI-selected
sample, using fixed apertures of 4 pixels radius, and local
sky is subtracted from an annulus with 7 pixels (px) interior
radius and 1 px width. A fixed aperture correction was es-
timated using the photometric data of the visually selected
sample of clusters. The sample was adjusted in each filter
in order to consider only isolated bright clusters with well
defined PSF wings. The number of visually selected sources
Table 2. Corrections applied to the photometry of all the sources
in different filters. With reddening we refer to the Galactic extinc-
tion in magnitudes (in each filter). The uncertainty on the average
aperture correction has been used to estimate the final error on
the magnitude.
Filter Reddening # Clusters Avg ap.corr. σap.corr.
[mag] [mag] [mag]
F275W 0.192 36 -0.628 0.034
F336W 0.156 66 -0.668 0.030
F435W 0.127 62 -0.665 0.026
F555W 0.098 71 -0.663 0.023
F814W 0.054 56 -0.830 0.031
used in each filter are listed in Tab 2. During the visual se-
lection, sources were chosen to span different cluster sizes
and to also include compact clusters. In this way the result-
ing aperture correction is not biased towards the very large
clusters which are more easily detectable. For each source
the single aperture correction was calculated subtracting the
standard photometry (aperture: 4 px and sky at 7 px) with
the total photometry within a 20 px radius (with a 1 px
wide sky annulus at a radius of 21 px). The final correction
in each filter was calculated taking the average of the val-
ues within an allowed range of values. The single aperture
correction values of the selected sample along with the final
mean value in each filter are plotted in Fig. 2 (bottom) and
the values are also reported in Tab. 2. The standard devia-
tion (σλ) is added in quadrature to the photometric error of
each source.
A final cut was made excluding sources which are not
detected in at least 2 contiguous bands (the reference V
band and either the B or I band) with a photometric error
smaller than 0.3 mag. The positions of the 30176 sources
satisfying the CI cut of 1.35 mag and this last selection cri-
terion are collected, along with their photometric data, in a
catalogue named “automatic catalog avgapcor ngc5194.tab”,
following the LEGUS naming convention. Note that, be-
ing automatically-selected, this catalogue probably includes
contaminant sources (e.g. foreground stars, background
galaxies, stars in the field of M51).
To remove the contamination of non-clusters in the au-
tomatic catalog, we created a high-fidelity sub-catalog in-
cluding all sources detected in at least 4 bands with a pho-
tometric error below 0.30 mag and having an absolute V
band magnitude brighter than -6 mag. Selecting only bright
sources reduces considerably the number of stars in the cata-
logue, while the constraint on the number of detected bands
allows a reliable process for the SED fitting analysis (see
Section 3.4). Note that, differently from the standard LE-
GUS procedure, we applied the -6 mag cut to the average–
aperture–corrected magnitudes and not to the CI–based–
corrected ones (see Adamo et al. 2017 for a description of
the CI–based correction). This choice is motivated mainly by
the use of the average–aperture–corrected catalogue as the
reference one: when testing the completeness level of our
catalogue (see Section 3.3) we noticed that applying the cut
on the average–aperture–corrected magnitudes improves the
completeness, being more conservative (i.e. allowing the in-
clusion of more sources). This high-fidelity catalogue counts
MNRAS 000, 1–25 (2017)
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Figure 2. Top left: Distribution of the CI values for all the sources extracted with SExtractor. The red solid line indicates the value
of 1.35 used to select the cluster catalogue. Top right: CI distribution for visually selected stars (in red) and clusters (in blue). Bottom:
Distributions of the aperture corrections given by visually selected clusters. Black dashed lines set the interval within which values are
considered to calculate the average value (blue bin).
10925 sources, which have been all morphologically classified
(see Section 3.2).
3.2 Morphological classification of the cluster
candidates, human versus machine learning
inspection
Sources in the high fidelity catalogue were visually inspected,
in order to morphologically classify the cluster candidates
and exclude stars and interlopers that passed the automatic
selection. Like for the other galaxies of the LEGUS sam-
ple, visually inspected sources were divided into 4 classes,
described and illustrated in Adamo et al. (2017). Briefly,
class 1 contains compact (but more extended than stars)
and spherically symmetric sources while class 2 contains
similarly compact sources but with a less symmetric light
distribution. Both these classes include sources with a uni-
form colour. Class 3 sources show multi-peaked profiles with
underlying diffuse wings, which can trace the presence of
(small and compact) associations of stars. Sources in class
3 can have colour gradients. Contaminants like single stars,
or multiple stars that lie on nearby pixels even if not part of
a single structure, and background galaxies are all stored in
class 4 and excluded from the study of the cluster population
of the galaxy.
Due to the large number of sources entering the auto-
Table 3. Number of sources in each class for the human-
classified (2nd column) and machine-learning classified (3rd col-
umn) sources. In parentheses are the percentage of sources over
the number of the visually inspected sources. The fourth column
lists the percentage of the sources in each class for which the ML
has assigned the same class as the humans. In the fifth column
the number of sources per class classified by the machine learning
algorithm is given. In brackets we include the recovered fraction
with respect to the total number of sources in the catalogue (i.e.
10925 sources).
Class Human ML HvsML ML (tot cat.)
tot 2487 2487 10925
1 360 (14.5%) 377 (15.2%) 95.3% 1324 (12.1%)
2 500 (20.1%) 516 (20.7%) 93.4% 1665 (15.2%)
3 365 (14.7%) 338 (13.6%) 92.1% 385 (3.5%)
4 1262 (50.7%) 1256 (50.5%) 95.6% 7551 (69.1%)
matic catalogue we have implemented the use of a machine
learning (ML) optimised classification. We have visually in-
spected only ∼1/4 of the 10925 sources, located in different
regions of the galaxy. This visually inspected subsample has
been used as a training set for the ML algorithm to classify
the entire catalogue (details of the algorithm are discussed
in a forthcoming paper by Grasha et al., in prep). The ML
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code is run on the entire sample of 10925 sources, includ-
ing the already humanly–classified ones. In this way we can
use the sources having a classification with both methods
to estimate the goodness of the ML classification for M51.
Table 3 gives the number of sources classified in each class
by human and ML, as well as the comparison between the
two classification (forth column). We recover a 95% of agree-
ment between the two different classifiers, within the areas
used as training sets. To assess the goodness of the ML clas-
sification on the entire sample, we list in Table 3 between
brackets the relative fraction of each class with respect to
the total number of sources classified with different meth-
ods. We observe that the relative number of class 1 and 2
sources with respect to the total number of sources (10925)
classified by the ML approach is only a few per cent smaller
than the fraction obtained with the control sample (2487
sources). However, there is a striking difference in the re-
covery fractions of class 3 and 4 sources. When considering
the entire catalogue, the relative number of class 3 objects is
much smaller (and on the contrary the one of class 4 is sig-
nificantly more numerous). We consider very unlikely that
there are so few class 3 objects in the total sample. So far the
ML algorithm fails in recognising the most variate class of
our classification scheme that contains sources with irregular
morphology, multi-peaked, and some degree of colour gradi-
ent. From the absolute numbers of sources per class it is easy
to conclude that the ML code is able to reclassify correctly
almost all the class 3 objects given as a training sample,
but is unable to recognize new class 3 sources, considering
many of them as class 4 objects. Future improvements for
the classification will be produced by the use of different ML
recognition algorithms. For our current analysis we will fo-
cus on the properties of class 1 and 2 cluster candidates and
exclude class 3 sources, as explained in Sec 4.1.
We can summarise the photometric properties of the
M51 cluster population using a two colour diagram (Fig 3).
Contours based on number densities of clusters show the
regions occupied by the class 1 and class 2 M51 cluster pop-
ulation with respect to the location of the 10925 sources
included by the automatic selection. A simple stellar popu-
lation (SSP) track showing the cluster colour evolution as a
function of age is also included. Sources are mainly situated
along the tracks, implying the high quality of our morpho-
logical classification. Extinction spreads the observed colours
towards the right side of the evolutionary tracks. Correcting
for extinction, in the direction indicated by the black arrow,
would move the sources back on the track, at the position
corresponding to the best–fitted age. The diagram shows
a broad peak between 50 and 100 Myr. The contours are
quite shallow towards younger ages and show a pronounced
decline around ∼ 1 Gyr suggesting that most of the sources
detected are younger than 1 Gyr. We use SED fitting anal-
ysis to derive cluster physical properties (see Section 3.4),
including the age distribution (Fig 5b).
3.3 Completeness
To investigate the completeness limit of the final catalogue,
we use the custom pipeline available within the LEGUS col-
laboration as described in Adamo et al. (2017). The pipeline
follows closely the selection criteria adopted to produce the
final automatic catalogues. For each filter we produce frames
Figure 3. Colour–colour diagram with V − I on the x axis and
U − B on the y axis. Black points are all the sources in the
catalogue that passed the automatic selection, while the orange
shaded area gives the density of only the class 1 ad 2 sources.
The SSP evolutionary track from Padova-AGB models is over-
plotted. The ages covered by the track goes from 1 Myr to 14
Gyr. The arrow indicates how an object would move if corrected
for a reddening E(B − V )=0.2. The cross at the top-right shows
the average error in colours.
containing simulated clusters of different luminosities and
sizes which are added to the original scientific frames. Ef-
fective radii (Reff) between 1 and 5 pc have been used, as
studies of cluster sizes in similar galaxies suggest that most
of the sources fall in this range (Ryon et al. 2015, 2017).
The synthetic clusters span an apparent magnitude range
between 19 and 26 mag and are created using the software
BAOlab, freely available online3. All clusters are simulated
as symmetric sources with a MOFFAT15 profile (see Larsen
1999) considered a standard assumption for the YSC light
profiles (Elson et al. 1987). Cluster extraction (via SExtrac-
tor) and photometry are repeated on the resulting coadded
scientific and synthetic frames. A signal of 10σ in at least 10
contiguous pixel is requested to extract sources in the B, V ,
and I bands, while a value of 5σ over at least 10 contiguous
pixels is chosen for the UV and U bands. The recovery rate
of sources as a function of luminosity yields the complete-
ness. The magnitude limits above which the relative number
of the recovered sources falls below 90% level is summarized
in Tab. 4 for each filter.
The completeness test code only gives a completeness
limit estimated for each filter independently. These values
should be considered as completeness limits resulting from
the depth of the data. However, our cluster candidate cata-
logue is the result of several selection criteria that cross cor-
relate the detection of sources among the 5 LEGUS bands.
This effect can be visualized in Fig 4, where we show the re-
covered luminosity distributions of sources at different stages
3 http://baolab.astroduo.org/
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Table 4. Completeness limits in each filter. The second and third
column give the 90% completeness limit calculated with the com-
pleteness test code (described in the text). The completeness was
computed in the disk (area outside a 35” radius, second column)
and in the central region (area inside 35” radius, third column).
The last column gives the peak magnitude of the luminosity dis-
tribution, as plotted in Fig 4.
Filter compl. (disk) compl. (centre) Lumpeak
[mag] [mag] [mag]
F275W 22.17 21.75 21.75
F336W 22.75 21.79 22.00
F435W 24.17 22.65 23.25
F555W 23.70 22.31 23.25
F814W 22.70 21.61 22.25
of the data reduction. The requirement of detecting the
sources in 4 filters with a photometric error smaller than 0.30
mag diminishes the number of recovered objects, mainly due
to the smaller area covered by UVIS compared to ACS. The
cut at MV = −6 mag not only excludes the sources which
are faint in V band, but also modifies the luminosity distri-
butions in the other filters (see differences between red solid
line distributions and blue dashed ones). Both these condi-
tions affect the resulting catalogue and modify the shape of
the luminosity distributions in each filter in a complicated
way at the faint limits, therefore modifying also the com-
pleteness limits with respect to our approach of treating each
filter independently. We use the observed luminosity distri-
butions to understand how the completeness limits change
as a function of waveband and adopted selection criteria. We
observe in each filter an increase going from bright to low
luminosities and we know that incompleteness starts to af-
fect the catalogue where we see the luminosity distribution
turning over (see e.g. Larsen 2002).
We draw the following conclusions from the analysis
conducted in Fig 4. First, the −6 mag cut in the V band
strongly reduces the number of selected sources in all the
bands. At the distance of M51, this brightness corresponds
to an apparent magnitude in V of 23.4 mag, thus, it is
brighter than the 90% completeness limit recovered in the
V band (23.84 mag, see Tab. 4). Secondly, the 90% com-
pleteness limits fall rightwards of the peak in the luminosity
distributions with the only exception for the F275W filter.
For this reason we prefer to apply a more conservative ap-
proach and use the peak of the luminosity distribution as
a limit for the cluster luminosity function analysis. Only in
the case of F275W the 90% completeness limit is brighter
than the peak magnitude, therefore the latter is adopted as
the completeness limit value. We stress that the part of the
luminosity distribution leftwards of the peak remains almost
identical after the selection cut (check Fig 4) suggesting that
the distributions are not affected by our selection criteria
and completeness recovery at magnitudes brighter than the
peak of the distributions.
We also tested completeness variations on sub-galactic
scales. Our analysis shows that the completeness is worse
towards the centre of the galaxy. Outside the inner region
(radius larger than 35”), the V band 90% completeness value
is fainter than the cut at 23.4 mag (see Tab. 4 and Fig. 4).
Similar results are observed in the other filters. Because of
the completeness drop at radii smaller than 35” (1.3 kpc),
we have excluded from our analysis this inner region.
3.4 SED fitting
Sources with detection in at least four filters were analyzed
via SED fitting algorithms in order to derive physical prop-
erties of the clusters. We use uniformly sampled IMF to de-
rive SSP models that include a treatment for nebular contin-
uum and emission lines as described in Adamo et al. (2017).
Putting together the different aperture correction methods,
different stellar libraries and different extinction curves, 12
final catalogues are produced with the deterministic fitting
method (and will be available online on the LEGUS web-
site4). All catalogues use models with solar metallicity for
both stars and gas and an average gas covering factor of
50%.
The analyses and results presented hereafter are ob-
tained using the final catalogue with:
• photometry corrected by average aperture corrections;
• Padova evolutionary tracks produced with solar metal-
licity stellar libraries.
• Milky Way extinction curve (Cardelli et al. 1989).
• Kroupa (2001) stellar initial mass function.
4 GLOBAL PROPERTIES OF THE CLUSTER
SAMPLE
4.1 Final Catalogue
In Fig. 5 we show the ages and masses of the sources classi-
fied as class 1, 2 and 3. In the same plot, the completeness
limit of 23.4 mag in the V band discussed in the previous
section is converted into an estimate of the minimum mass
detectable for each age. The line representing this limit fol-
lows quite accurately the detected sources with minimum
mass at all ages. Uncertainties on the age and mass values
are on average within 0.2 dex. Uncertainties can reach 0.3
dex close to the red supergiant phase (visible as a loop at
ages ∼ 10− 50 in Fig. 3). In order to study only the cluster
population of the grand design spiral and avoid the clusters
of NGC 5195, we have neglected the clusters with y coor-
dinate bigger than 11600 (in the pixel coordinates of the
LEGUS mosaic) both from Fig. 5 and from the rest of the
analysis. This cut is similar to removing the UVIS pointing
centred on NGC 5195.
The different classes are not distributed in the same
regions of the plot, with class 3 sources having on average
smaller masses and younger ages. Previous studies (Grasha
et al. 2015; Ryon et al. 2017; Adamo et al. 2017) have shown
that our morphological cluster classification is with good ap-
proximation also a dynamical classification. Compact asso-
ciations (i.e. class 3) in NGC 628 are on average younger
and less massive than class 1 and 2 clusters (Grasha et al.
2015). In addition, the age distributions of class 3 systems
suggest that they are more easily and quickly disrupted (see
Adamo et al. 2017 for details), probably because they are
4 https://archive.stsci.edu/prepds/legus/
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Figure 4. Luminosity distributions showing how the completeness changes when different cuts are applied in the selection process. Each
distribution represents the catalogue at a different stage: the black dotted line shows the distribution of all the sources with photometric
errors smaller than 0.3 mag, the blue dashed line represents the sources left after requiring that they have a detection in at least 4 filters
and the red solid line is the distribution of the sources after the -6 mag cut in the V band. Vertical lines are plotted corresponding to the
peak of the distribution. The peak values after the magnitude cut is applied in V band are listed in Table 4. The sources are grouped in
bins of 0.25 mag width. The black (orange) arrows show the value of the 90% completeness limit evaluated with the completeness test
code in the disk (centre) of the galaxy (see Tab. 4).
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Figure 5. (a) Age-mass diagram for the sources in class 1 and 2 (blue circles) and class 3 (red triangles). The solid black line represents
the mass limit as function of ages estimated from the evolutionary tracks assuming a completeness limit of 23.4 mag in V band. The
dotted horizontal line shows a mass of 5000 M. The sources in each age bin were furnished with a small amount of artificial scatter
around their respective bin to make the plot easier to read. (b) Histogram of the age distribution of the class 1+2 (blue) and class 3 (red)
sources: the total height of each bin gives the total number of sources of the classes 1, 2 and 3. The number of class 3 sources drops fast
in the first 10 Myr, such that in the range Log(age) = 7 - 8.5 their number is very small even if the age spanned is more that 100 Myr.
not bound. Grasha et al. (2015, 2017), focusing on the clus-
tering function of clusters in the LEGUS galaxies, have also
shown that class 3 clusters behave differently than class 1
and class 2 clusters. These results contribute to the idea
that the morphological classification chosen has also some
dynamical implication: class 3 sources seem to be short-lived
systems (see Fig. 5b), possibly already unbound at the time
of formation.
For the remainder of this work we will only analyse class
1 and 2 objects, which we consider to be the candidate stellar
clusters, i.e. the gravitationally bound stellar systems that
form the cluster population of M51. In total we have 2834
systems classified as class 1 and 2 out of the 10925 sources
with 3 sigma detection in at least 4 LEGUS bands.
In Fig 6 we show how the recovered extinction changes
as a function of cluster age. We see that on average the in-
ternal extinction of YSCs changes from E(B−V ) ∼0.4 mag
at very young ages to 0.2 mag for clusters older than 10
Myr, and is even lower (E(B − V ) ∼0.1 mag) for clusters
older than 100 Myr. We observe also a large scatter at each
age bin, suggesting that the extinction may not only be re-
lated to the evolutionary phase of the clusters but also to
the region where the cluster is located within the galaxy.
4.2 Comparison with previous catalogues
Numerous studies of the cluster population in M51 are avail-
able in the literature. We compare our catalogue with re-
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Figure 6. Age-extinction diagram for the class 1 and 2 sources
in the catalogue (blue circles). The red squares are the median
values of E(B-V) in age bins of 0.5 dex. The red lines marks the
range between the first and the third quartiles in the same age
bins.
cently published ones, testing both our cluster selection and
agreement in age and mass estimates. These comparisons
will be used when we compare the results of our analyses
to values reported in the literature. Among the works that
studied the entire galaxy, Scheepmaker et al. (2007), Hwang
& Lee (2008) and Chandar et al. (2016b) used the same
BV I data as our work. However, we decided to focus our
comparison only on two catalogues for which we have ac-
cess to estimates of ages and masses. The first catalogue
is the one compiled by Chandar et al. (2016b) (hereafter
CH16), using the same BV I observations, plus F658N (Hα)
filter observations from the same program (GO-10452, PI: S.
Beckwith) and WFPC2/F336W filter (U band) observations
(from GO-10501, PI: R.Chandar, GO-5652, PI: R.Kirshner
and GO-7375, PI: N.Scoville). The cluster candidates cata-
logue used in their analysis includes 3812 sources in total (of
which 2771 lies in the same area covered by our UVIS ob-
servations) and has been made publicly available (Chandar
et al. 2016a). The second catalogue is taken from Bastian
et al. (2005a) (hereafter BA05), covers only the central part
of the galaxy and is mainly based on HST observations with
the WFPC2 camera. It contains 1150 clusters, 1130 of which
are in an area in common with our UVIS pointings. These
two catalogues are very different both in terms of coverage
and instruments used. For this reason we compare the cata-
logue produced with LEGUS with each of them separately.
4.2.1 Cluster Selection
We first compare the fraction of clusters candidates in com-
mon between the catalogs. When doing so, we include class
3 sources in the LEGUS sample, as this class of sources is
considered in BA05 and CH16 catalogues. Tab. 5 collects
the results of the comparison. Among the 2771 candidates
detected in the same area of the galaxy by CH16 and LE-
GUS, 1619 (60%) systems are in common. We have repeated
the comparison in the regions covered by human visual clas-
sification in LEGUS, finding a better agreement (∼ 75%).
We take this last value as reference for the common fraction
of candidates and justify the drop observed when consider-
ing the entire catalogue as given by the ML misplacing class
3 objects into class 4 (as discussed in Section 3.2). Fig. 7
shows a blow-up of the galaxy with the cluster positions of
both catalogues. We selected two different regions, one where
the sources have been classified via visual classification and
one where only ML is available. We notice that some of
the CH16 candidates which do not appear in LEGUS cat-
alogue of classes 1, 2 and 3, have been assigned a class 4.
This is true for both regions. Those sources were extracted
by the LEGUS analysis but were discarded based on their
morphological appearance. The differences between the two
catalogues are therefore mostly due to source classification
and not by the extraction process.
The comparison with the BA05 catalogue indicates a
poorer agreement, with less than 40% of sources in common.
This discrepancy, observable in Fig. 7, may be caused by the
difference in the data and in the approach used to extract
the clusters. BA05 analysis is based on WFPC2 data, whose
resolution is a factor of ∼2 worse than ACS. In addition they
do not apply any CI cut, increasing the contamination from
stars.
4.2.2 Comparison of Ages and Masses
The comparison of age distributions for the sources in com-
mon between LEGUS and CH16 is plotted in Fig. 8 (top
left). The age distribution of CH16 has a strong peak for
sources younger than log(age/yr)= 7 and a subsequent drop
in the range 7 − 7.5, both of which are not observed in
our catalogue. The one–to–one comparison between age esti-
mates in Fig. 8 (middle left) shows a large fraction of clusters
with young ages in CH16 which have a wide age spread in
the LEGUS catalogue. More in general, the differences in the
age estimates are mostly caused by the different broadband
combinations used in fitting the data, as already noticed in
CH16. In addition to the “standard” UBV I filter set used
for SED fitting of both CH16 and our LEGUS catalogues,
we use an extra UV broadband while CH16 use the flux
of the narrow band filter centred on the Hα emission line,
from an aperture of the same size as the broadband ones.
Both approaches aim at breaking the age-extinction degen-
eracy weighting different information. The LEGUS standard
approach is to use two datapoints below the Balmer break
(λ < 4000) which give a stronger constraint on the slope
of the spectrum, and thus, extinction. The approach used
by CH16 is to use the detection of Hα emission from gas
ionised by massive stars to determine the presence of a very
young stellar population in the cluster. From Fig. 8 (middle
left) we observe that the two methods agree within 0.3 dex
in ∼ 50% of the cases. The correlation between the ages de-
rived in the two methods is confirmed by a Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient rs = 0.7 with a p-value: 10
−234. We
will address in a future work (Chandar et al. in prep.) the
systematics and differences in the two methods. In this work
we will take into account the differences observed in the age
distributions when discussing and comparing our results to
those available in the literature.
The mass distributions (Fig. 8, bottom left) show a
more similar behaviour, with a broad distribution and a de-
crease at low masses caused by incompleteness. Note that
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Figure 7. Comparison between different cluster catalogues in a spiral arm in the galaxy covered by human visual classification (top)
and by machine learning classification (bottom) in LEGUS. Green circles are the clusters candidates in Chandar et al. (2016b) catalogue.
Yellow circles are the cluster candidates in Bastian et al. (2005a) catalogue. Red circles are cluster candidates of class 1 and 2 in LEGUS,
blue circles are class 3 sources in LEGUS and white dashed circles are sources which have been assigned class 4 in LEGUS. In the bottom
right corner an inset shows the position of the zoomed region inside M51.
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Table 5. Comparison between our cluster catalogue and the catalogues by Chandar et al. (2016b) (CH16) and Bastian et al. (2005a)
(BA05). The number of clusters reported in the columns are: (1) number of cluster candidates detected in the CH16 and B05 catalogues
within the same region covered by LEGUS; (2) number of cluster candidates in common between CH16, B05 and LEGUS (class 1,2,3),
respectively; (3) number of cluster candidates in the Ch16 and B05 catalogues restricted to the area of the galaxy that has been visually
inspected by humans; (4) number of cluster candidates of CH16 and B05 in common with LEGUS class 1, 2 and 3 sources that have
been classified by human. 1 These fractions would increase to 95% if we include cluster candidates classified as 4 within the LEGUS
catalogue. 2 This fraction would increase to 71% if class 4 cluster candidates are included. 3 The agreement would increase to 67% if
class 4 objects are considered. The drop in the common fraction of cluster candidates from column (4) to column (2) is likely due to
the ML classification misplacing class 3 sources into class 4 (see Section 3.2). The low fraction of clusters in common with BA05 is most
likely due to a different approach for the cluster extraction analysis and low resolution imaging data. BA05 is based on WFPC2 data (a
factor of 2.5 worse spatial resolution with respect to WFC3) and does not include a CI cut. This causes a higher contaminations from
unresolved sources, which in our analysis were excluded by the CI selection.
Catalogue # clusters # clusters # clusters # clusters
(1) (2) (3) (4)
CH16 2711 1619 (60%)1 732 535 (73%)1
LEGUS (1,2,3)CH16 area 3240 − 1294 −
BA05 1130 388 (35%)2 214 83 (39%)3
LEGUS (1,2,3)BA05 area 1238 − 267 −
CH16 retrieve higher mass values at the high-mass end of
the distribution. This difference can be important in the
study of the mass function shape (Section 4.5).
The comparison of age and mass distributions for the
sources in common between LEGUS and BA05 is shown in
the right column of Fig. 8. Since the youngest age assigned
by BA05 is log(age/yr)=6.6, for the sake of the comparison
in Fig. 7 (top right) we have assigned log(age/yr)=6.6 age to
all the sources that in our catalogue are younger. The general
trends of the distributions looks similar, but the one–to–one
comparison in Fig. 7 (middle right) reveals that the two
methods agree within 0.3 dex in ∼ 50% of the cases. The
correlation found with a Spearman’s rank test is rs = 0.5. A
p-value of 10−24 confirms that this correlation is not random,
but the moderate value of rs is caused by the difference in
the age distribution observed in Fig. 7 (middle right). BA05
use very different data from our own and allow fits with
BV I bands only, with large uncertainties on the recovered
properties. For example, the large cloud of systems that sit
in the upper left part of the plot has been assigned younger
ages in our catalogue. Also in this case we can conclude
that the differences in age determinations are mostly caused
by the different fitting approach, with our catalogue having
more information to break the age-extinction degeneracy.
The mass distributions (Fig. 8, bottom right) show the same
overall shape, with the BA05 distribution shifted by 0.2 dex
to higher values of masses.
In general, for both catalogues, we notice that differ-
ences in the derived properties can be also caused by differ-
ences in the stellar templates adopted, which are different for
all catalogues (CH16 uses Bruzual & Charlot 2003 models,
while BA05 uses updated GALEV simple stellar population
models from Schulz et al. 2002 and Anders & Fritze-v. Al-
vensleben 2003). We will use the differences outlined among
these previously published catalogues and ours when we will
discuss the results of our analyses.
4.3 Cluster Position as a function of age
In order to understand where clusters form and how they
move in the dynamically active spiral arm system of M51 we
plot the position of the clusters inside the galaxy in Fig. 9.
The sample is divided in age bins (1−10, 10−100, 100−200
and 200− 500 Myr). Clusters in our sample are mostly con-
centrated along the spiral arms. This trend is particularly
clear for the very young clusters (age < 10 Myr) but can
also be spotted in the ranges 10−100 and 100−200 Myr. In
general we observed that young sources are clustered. Mov-
ing to older sources the spatial distribution becomes more
spread, but it can still be recognized that sources are more
concentrated along the spiral arms. In the last age bin, prob-
ing clusters older than 200 Myr, the number of available
sources is much smaller and is therefore hard to define a dis-
tribution, although the sources appear to be evenly spread
across the area covered by observations. The strength and
age-dependency of the clustering will be further investigated
in a future paper (Grasha et al, in prep).
The lack of age gradient as a function of distance from
the spiral arm observed in Fig. 8 is in agreement with the
detailed study of azimuthal distances of clusters as a func-
tion of their ages collected in a forthcoming paper (Shabani
et al., in prep.) where the origin of spiral arm and dynamical
evolution is investigated. The observed trend has been pre-
dicted by Dobbs & Pringle (2010) which, modeling a spiral
structure induced by tidal interactions find that clusters of
different ages tend to be found in the same spiral arm with-
out a defined age gradient. In a more recent numerical work,
Dobbs et al. (2017) analyse the evolution of stellar particles
in clustered regions, i.e. simulated star clusters within spiral
fields. They observe that up to the age range they are able to
follow (e.g. 200 Myr) their simulated clusters are mainly dis-
tributed along the spiral arms. The trend observed in M51
is thus compatible with that found in Dobbs et al. (2017)
simulations. Simulations on the evolution of M51 (e.g Dobbs
et al. 2010) suggest that the interaction with the companion
galaxy, started ∼ 300 Myr ago, is responsible for creating or
strengthening the spiral arms and may have helped keep the
old clusters we see now fairly close to the arms.
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Figure 8. Comparison of ages and masses retrieved from the broadband SED fitting in the LEGUS analysis and in the works of Chandar
et al. 2016b (CH16, red, left column) and Bastian et al. (2005a) (BA05, green, right column). Only the sources in common between
LEGUS and CH16 or BA05 are plotted. First row: ages distributions. Second row: 1–to–1 comparison between ages. The 1–to–1 agreement
line is shown in solid blue, the 0.3 dex scatter lines in dashed blue. Third row: masses distributions.
From Fig. 9 we clearly see that our detection is very
poor in the centre of the galaxy where the bright background
light of the diffuse stellar population is much stronger than
in the rest of the galaxy. This effect could explain why we do
not detect sources older than 10 Myr (i.e. when cluster light
starts to fade), causing a drop in the completeness limit,
as already pointed out in Section 3.3. For this reason we
ignore the clusters within 35” (1.3 kpc) from the centre of
the galaxy from the following analyses.
4.4 Luminosity function
The luminosity function is intrinsically related to the mass
function (luminosity is proportional to mass, with a depen-
dence also on the age) but it is an observed quantity, and
therefore, like the colour-colour diagrams, available without
any assumption of stellar models and without any SED fit-
ting. The luminosity function of YSCs is usually described
by a power law function dN/dL ∝ L−α, with an almost
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Figure 9. Position of the clusters divided in age bins in the ranges 1-10 Myr (left), 10-100 Myr (middle-left), 100-200 Myr (middle-right)
and 200-500 Myr (right). The central circle of radius 1.3 kpc encloses the region where detection is poorer (see text). The UVIS footprint,
restricted to y values below 11600, is overplotted as a grey solid line.
universal index close to α ≈ −2 as observed in local spiral
galaxies (e.g. Larsen 2002; de Grijs et al. 2003, see also the
reviews by Whitmore 2003 and Larsen 2006b).
We analyse the cluster luminosity function by building
a binned distribution with the same number of objects per
bin, as described in Ma´ız Apella´niz & U´beda (2005) and
performing a least-χ2 fitting. The errors on the data are
statistical errors given by σbin =
√
nbin(ntot−nbin)
ntot
, where
nbin is the number of sources in each bin and ntot is the total
number of sources. The results of the fits are listed in Tab. 6
and plotted in Fig. 10. We have fitted the data up to the
completeness limits described in Section 3.3. The function is
fitted with both a single and a double power law (PL). The
single PL fit gives slopes close to a value of α = −2, however,
for all filters, the double power law results in a better fit, as
the χ2red in this second case is always lower.
Similar results were found by Haas et al. (2008) using
a cluster catalogue based only on BV I photometry. They
found that the low-luminosity part of the function could
be fitted by a shallow power-law, with slopes in the range
∼ 1.7− 1.9, while the high-luminosity end was steeper, with
slopes ∼ 2.3 − 2.6. We similarly found that the low lumi-
nosity part of the function is shallower (α ∼ 1.6− 1.8) than
the high luminosity part (α ∼ 2.4 − 2.5). In both analyses
a double power law is a better fit of the luminosity function
in all filters. As suggested by Gieles et al. (2006), a broken
power law luminosity function suggests that also the under-
lying mass function has a break. The possibility that the
underlying mass function is truncated is further explored
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Table 6. Results of the fit of the binned luminosity functions.
Filter Magcut Single PL fit Double PL fit Cumulative fit
α χ2red. α1 Magbreak α2 χ
2
red. α
F275W 21.71 1.84 ±0.04 2.17 1.57 ±0.06 19.39 ±0.25 2.24 ±0.10 0.85 2.08 ±0.01
F336W 22.00 1.89 ±0.04 1.80 1.67 ±0.05 19.49 ±0.26 2.32 ±0.12 0.92 2.10 ±0.01
F435W 23.25 1.99 ±0.03 1.72 1.74 ±0.04 20.97 ±0.17 2.41 ±0.09 0.80 2.17 ±0.01
F555W 23.25 2.02 ±0.03 1.70 1.79 ±0.03 20.83 ±0.17 2.48 ±0.10 0.86 2.18 ±0.01
F814W 22.25 2.04 ±0.04 2.31 1.60 ±0.07 20.73 ±0.13 2.40 ±0.08 1.03 2.28 ±0.01
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Figure 10. Binned (a) and cumulative (b) luminosity functions. Fit results are reported in Tab. 6. The curves are for different filters,
from UV band at the top to I band at the bottom. Errorbars in (a) are of the same size of the markers. In both panels the vertical lines
mark the completeness limit in each filter.
with the study of the mass function in Section 4.5 and via
Monte Carlo simulations in Section 5.
We compared the binning fitting method with the one
presented in Bastian et al. (2012a), involving the use of
cumulative functions. In the case of a single power law
behaviour, the two functions are expected to show the
same shape. The cumulative function is given by yc(m) =(
1− k
ndata
)
, where k is the index of the object of magnitude
m in the sorted array containing the magnitudes and ndata is
the length of the array. In case of a simple power law, it has
a slope αc = αb − 1 which can be directly compared to the
slope αb of the binned function. Also in this case a least χ
2 fit
is performed. In the cumulative distribution no error is asso-
ciated with the data, therefore the fit is made with a linear
function in the logarithmic space, assigning the same uncer-
tainty to all points. The errors on the fitted parameters have
been estimated via a bootstrapping technique: 1000 Monte
Carlo realisations of the distribution are simulated, where
the luminosity of each cluster is changed using uncertainties
normally distributed around σmag = 0.35 mag. Each reali-
sation was then fitted in the same way as the original one.
The standard deviation of the 1000 values recovered for each
parameter gave the final uncertainty associated with the re-
covered slopes. Results and slopes are collected in Fig. 10(b)
and Tab. 6. We converted αc into αb in Tab. 6, for an easier
comparison with the binned function. The trends observed in
the analysis of the binned distributions are traceable in the
cumulative function as well. In particular, we observe that
the single PL fit is not a good description of the bright end
of the cumulative distributions in all the filters (Fig. 10b).
Also with the cumulative function, the brightest sources fall
below the expected curve of a single power law distribution,
sign of a break in the luminosity function and therefore also
in the underlying mass function. We note that the fit of the
cumulative functions results in steeper slopes than the ones
recovered with the binned distributions. This discrepancy
caused by the differences in the two techniques is discussed
at length in Adamo et al. (2017).
4.5 Mass Function
The results obtained with the analysis of the luminosity
function can be further explored with the study of the prop-
erties derived from the SED fit, i.e. the mass and the age dis-
tributions. In the following analyses we use a mass-complete
sample, by selecting only clusters above 5000 M. This value
has been chosen in order to avoid low mass sources, affected
by inaccuracies in the SED fitting and by stochastical sam-
pling of the stellar IMF (see e.g. the comparison between
deterministic and Bayesian fitting of cluster SEDs in Fig-
ure 15 of Krumholz et al. 2015). The age-mass plot of Fig.
5 suggests that we are complete in recovering sources more
massive than 5000 M only up to 200 Myr. At older ages,
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Table 7. Values derived by the fit of the mass function with a
least-χ2 fitting of the binned function. Fits have been performed
considering a low mass cut of either 5000 or 104 M, as indicated
in the second column.
Method M cut −β1 Mbreak −β2 χ2red.
[M] [M]
Single PL 5000 2.01±0.04 − − 1.6
Double PL 5000 1.52±0.12 1.5× 104 2.31±0.09 1.1
Single PL 104 2.19±0.07 − − 1.6
Double PL 104 1.71±0.39 1.8× 104 2.36±0.13 1.5
even sources more massive than 5000 Mcan fall below our
magnitude detection limit. Our mass-limited complete sam-
ple therefore contains sources with M > 5000 M and ages
< 200 Myr.
The cluster mass function is expected to evolve from a
cluster initial mass function (CIMF), usually assumed as a
power law dN/dM ∝ Mβ with a β = −2 slope. This slope
is interpreted as the sign of the formation of clusters from a
turbulent hierarchical medium (Elmegreen 2010). The initial
function is then expected to evolve due to cluster evolution
and disruption.
The cluster mass function of our sample is plotted in
Fig. 11, where bins of equal number of sources were used.
We recover a shape which is well fitted with a single power
law of slope −2.01 ± 0.04 (χ2red. of 1.6), even if a double
power law with a steeper high mass slope fits better the
function (χ2red. of 1.1, see Tab. 7). Gieles (2009) and CH16
found similar slopes, β = −2.09±0.09 and β = −1.97±0.09
respectively, considering only clusters in the age range from
10 to 100 Myr. Restricting to the same age range, we find
a consistent value of β = −2.03 ± 0.04 (χ2red = 0.77, see
Fig. 12).
As done in the analysis of the cluster luminosity func-
tion, we also plot the mass function in a cumulative form
(Fig. 11) and fit it with a pure power law. As already ob-
served for the luminosity functions, the cumulative mass
distributions show a steepening at the high-mass end. As
observed in Bastian et al. (2012a) and Adamo et al. (2017),
while the equal number of object binning technique is statis-
tically more robust, it is insensitive to small scales variations,
like the dearth of very massive clusters. The cumulative form
is therefore more appropriate to study the high-mass end of
the mass (and luminosity) function.
In order to test the hypothesis of a mass truncation, we
have fitted the cumulative distribution with the IDL code
mspecfit.pro, implementing the maximum-likelihood fit-
ting technique described in Rosolowsky et al. (2007), com-
monly used for studying the mass functions of GMCs (e.g.
Colombo et al. 2014a). The code implements the possibility
of having a truncated power law mass function, i.e.
N(M ′ > M) = N0
[(
M
M0
)β+1
− 1
]
, (1)
where M0 is the maximum mass in the distribution and N0
is the number of sources more massive than 21/(β+1)M0,
the point where the distribution shows a significant devia-
tion from a power law (for the formalism, see Rosolowsky
2005). A value of N0 bigger than ∼ 1 would indicate that a
Table 8. Values derived by the fit of the cumulative mass function
with a maximum-likelihood fit. For a description of the values N0
and M0 see Eq. 1. In the last row the result of the fit of the GMC
population is reported.
Method M cut Age −β N0 M0
[M] [Myr] [105 M]
Single PL 5000 1-200 2.30±0.03 − −
Truncated 5000 1-200 2.01±0.02 66±6 1.00±0.12
Truncated 5000 1-10 2.12±0.22 10±7 0.56±0.08
Truncated 5000 10-100 1.97±0.06 43±15 0.91±0.16
Truncated 5000 100-200 2.01±0.05 28±4 1.15±0.27
Single PL 104 1-200 2.67±0.03
Truncated 104 1-200 2.34±0.03 22±10 1.34±0.24
GMC pop − − 2.36±0.16 12±5 160±32
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Figure 11. Binned (top) and cumulative (bottom) mass function.
The solid lines are the best fits with a single power law, the dashed
line in the case of the cumulative function shows the slope −2 for
comparison. The binned function is steeper because the slope of
the cumulative function in a simple power law case is B = β + 1,
where β is the slope of the original function (see Eq. 1).
truncated PL is preferred over a simple one. On the other
hand, N0 < 1 would mean that the truncation mass is not
constrained and that a single power law is a good descrip-
tion of the distribution. The resulting parameters of the fit
for our sample, considering normally distributed 0.1 dex er-
rors on the masses, are collected in Tab. 8. The resulting
N0 = 66 ± 6 suggests that the fit with a truncated func-
tion,with M0 = 10
5 M, is preferred over the simple PL.
The best fit for the slope is β = −2.01± 0.02.
In order to test for possible incompleteness at masses
close to 5000 M, we repeated the analysis of the mass
function using a mass cut of 104 M. Results are collected
in Tab. 7 and 8. Different lower limits at the low mass
yield steeper than −2 power laws but consistent trunca-
tion masses. The binned function is well fitted with a sin-
gle power law with β = −2.19 ± 0.07 (χ2red. = 1.55). The
maximum likelihood fit of the cumulative function gives
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β = −2.34 ± 0.03, M0 = (1.34 ± 0.24) × 105 M and
N0 = 22 ± 10, thus a truncation is still statistically sig-
nificant.
It has been reported in the literature that the YSC mass
function is probably better described by a Schechter func-
tion with a β = −2 slope and a truncation Mc at the high-
mass end. In the case of M51, Gieles et al. (2006) found that
a Schechter function with Mc = 10
5 M would reproduce
closely the luminosity function observed. With a very differ-
ent approach, Gieles (2009) derived Mc = (1.86±0.52)×105
M from the analysis of an evolving mass function. Both re-
sults are consistent with our results.
Chandar et al. (2011, 2016b) find that a simple PL is a
good description of the YSC mass function in M51, however
they only considered a binned MF. Different mass estimates
for high-mass clusters, as noted in Fig. 8, could produce
differences in the mass function slopes. Nevertheless, we re-
trieve the same results of CH16 if a binned function is used.
We notice that the bin containing the most massive clusters
encompasses the whole range in masses where the trunca-
tion mass is found (see Fig. 11). Thus binning techniques
that use equal number of objects are therefore unable to
put a constraint on the truncation.
The truncation mass we recover is smaller but simi-
lar to what was found in other spirals, like M 83 (Mc =
(1.60 ± 0.30) × 105 M, Adamo et al. 2015), NGC 1566
(Mc = 2.5 × 105 M, Hollyhead et al. 2016) and NGC 628
(Mc = (2.03 ± 0.81) × 105 M, Adamo et al. 2017). On
the other hand, some galaxies still exhibit a truncated mass
function but with very different truncation masses. In M31,
for example, Johnson et al. (2017) found a remarkably small
truncation mass of ∼ 104 M, while the Antennae have a
MF that exhibits a PL shape that extends up to masses
larger than 106 M (Whitmore et al. 2010). These differ-
ences spanning orders of magnitudes suggest that the max-
imum cluster mass in galaxies must be determined by the
internal (gas) properties of the galaxies themselves. Johnson
et al. (2017) suggested that Mc should scale with the ΣSFR.
Differences in the recovered truncation mass have also been
found within the same galaxy (e.g. Adamo et al. 2015). We
will investigate possible environmental dependencies of the
mass function properties of M51 in a follow up work (Paper
II).
4.5.1 Comparison With GMC Masses
We compare our cluster mass function with the mass func-
tion of the GMCs in M51 from the catalogue compiled and
studied in Colombo et al. (2014a). Clusters are expected to
form out of GMCs, via gravitational collapse and fragmenta-
tion, and therefore the mass distribution of the latter can in
principle leave an imprint on the mass distribution of YMCs.
The mass function of GMCs in M51 steepens contin-
uously going from low to high masses, and cannot be de-
scribed by a single power law (Colombo et al. 2014a), as
is instead the case for other galaxies like LMC, M33, M31
and the Milky Way (Wong et al. 2011; Gratier et al. 2012;
Rosolowsky 2005). We perform a fit of GMC masses with
the same code described in the previous section, up to a
lower limiting mass of 106 M (discussed in Section 7.2 and
7.3 on the mass functions in Colombo et al. 2014a). The
resulting best value for the slope and the maximum mass
are β = −2.36 ± 0.16 and M0 = (1.6 ± 0.3) × 107 M. The
value of M0 implies a truncation mass which is ∼ 100 times
bigger in the case of GMCs similar to what has been ob-
served in M83 by Freeman et al. (2017). The mass function
of GMCs looks steeper than the one of the clusters, within
a 3σ difference. Analysing the mass function of simulated
GMCs and clusters, Dobbs et al. (2017) found the opposite
trend of a steeper function in the case of clusters. Part of
the difference between the simulated and observed trends
can be due to the different regions covered within the two
surveys: the PAWS survey from which the GMC data are
derived covers only the central part of the galaxy, while our
clusters also occupy more distant regions from the centre.
The study of the mass function in different regions of M51
in Paper II will enable us to compare the CMF with the
GMC one on local scales, testing closely the link between
GMC and cluster properties.
4.5.2 Evolution of the Mass Function
Cluster disruption affects the mass function and could, in
principle, modify its shape: for this reason we study the
function in different age bins. In order to be able to see
how significant the disruption is, we look at the evolution of
the CMF normalized by the age range (i.e. dN/dMdt). In
case of constant star formation and no disruption the mass
functions should overlap. Cluster disruption can in principle
affect the mass function in different ways according to the
disruption model considered.
Two main empirical disruption scenarios have been pro-
posed in the literature and they differ in the dependence with
the cluster mass. A first model, firstly developed to explain
the age distribution of clusters in the Antennae galaxies (see
Fall et al. 2005 and Whitmore et al. 2007), proposes that all
clusters lose the same fraction of their mass in a given time.
This implies that the disruption time of clusters is indepen-
dent on the cluster mass and we therefore call this model
mass-independent disruption (MID). It is characterized by
a power-law mass decline and therefore by a disruption rate
which depends linearly on the mass (Fall et al. 2009), i.e.
M(t) ∝ tλ, dM
dt
∝M (2)
On the other hand, the mass dependent disruption (MDD)
time scenario assumes that the lifetime of a cluster de-
pends on its initial mass, with a relation tdis ∝ Mk (with
k = 0.65, i.e. less massive clusters have shorter lifetimes).
Initially suggested by Boutloukos & Lamers (2003) consid-
ering only instantaneous disruption to explain the properties
of the cluster populations in the SMC, M33 and M51, this
model has been updated to account also for gradual mass-
loss in Lamers et al. (2005). This model is characterized by
a disruption rate which depends sub-linearly on the mass as:
dM
dt
∝M1−k (3)
The two scenarios predict different evolutions for the cluster
mass function (e.g. Fall et al. 2009). In the MID model, the
mass function shape is constant in time, it only shifts to
lower masses due to all clusters losing the same fraction of
mass. In the MDD model, instead, low-mass clusters have
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Figure 12. Mass function divided in age bins and normalized by
the age range in each bin. The black dotted line is the low-mass
limit of 5000 M. The shift in normalisation between the young
function (blue) and the others suggest that cluster disruption is
already happening between 10 and 100 Myr. The old function
(red) flattens at low masses, but it is difficult to separate the
effects of disruption and incompleteness.
shorter lifetimes and this results in a dearth of clusters at
the low-mass end of the function, as the time evolves.
In Figure 12 we observe that the normalised CMF at
ages below 10 Myr is detached from the CMFs of the other
two age bins, suggesting a stronger drop in the number of
sources. In the age range 10 − 100 Myr, compared to the
range 100 − 200 Myr, the main difference between the two
CMF is seen at low masses as a bend in the CMF of the
oldest clusters, i.e. 100−200 Myr. This trend would suggest
a shorter disruption time for low mass clusters, however as
can be seen in Fig 5, at these ages also incompleteness could
start affecting the data. So the flattening could be the result
of both mass dependent disruption time and incompleteness.
On the other hand, at high masses the functions seem to
follow each other quite well.
Each function is fitted with a least-χ2 approach. Single
power laws are fitted and the resulting slopes for the age bins
1 − 10, 10 − 100 and 100 − 200 Myr are β = −2.02 ± 0.11,
−2.03±0.04 and −1.85±0.06, respectively. We can compare
these values with the results of CH16 and Gieles (2009) as
both of them studied the mass function in age bins. CH16
found a slope β = −2.06± 0.05 for sources younger than 10
Myr and β = −1.97 ± 0.09 for sources in the range 10-100
Myr. For older sources they consider a bin with ages in the
range 100-400 Myr finding a slope of β = −2.19±0.06. Using
age bins of 4 − 10 Myr, 10 − 100 Myr and 100 − 600 Myr,
Gieles (2009) found slopes of β = −2.08±0.08, −2.09±0.09
and −2.76 ± 0.28 respectively, using the cluster catalogue
of B05. While up to 100 Myr those values are comparable
with what we find, at old ages their results seem to strongly
deviate from our own. A first reason for this deviation may
be the smaller size of our last age bin, which extends only
to 200 Myr and therefore neglects older sources. However, a
more likely explanation can be found in the definition of the
minimum mass considered in each age range: because of our
completeness limit, we always consider sources more massive
than 5000 M, while the cut of the older bin in Gieles (2009)
is 6×104 M and in CH16 is ≈ 104 M. In both cases the
low-mass part of the function is not considered in the fit,
thus their fit may be more sensitive to the presence of a
bend in the form of a truncation. As seen in Tab. 7, fitting
only the high mass part of the CMF results in stepper slopes
also in our catalogue, even if a shorter age range is used.
Fitting cumulative instead of binned distributions with
the maximum-likelihood fit with the mspecfit.pro code
yields slopes and truncation masses collected in Tab. 8. Re-
sults for age bins 10− 100 Myr and 100− 200 Myr are very
similar to the results found for the whole population. In both
age ranges the presence of a truncation (N0 >> 1) is sta-
tistically significant. The CMF in the age range 1− 10 Myr
has a fitted M0 which is a factor 2 smaller. The statistical
significancy N0 of the latter fit is, within uncertainties, not
much larger than 1 (N0 = 10± 7). This result seems driven
by size–of–sample effects. Uncertainties in this last case are
larger because the sample is small, counting only 140 clus-
ters, compared to the other two age bins hosting more than
500 clusters each. These uncertainties prevent to statistically
test the truncation for the mass function in the bin 1 − 10
Myr.
4.6 Age Function
We can investigate the cluster evolution analysing the age
distributions of the clusters. The YSC age function is deter-
mined by the star (and cluster) formation history (SFH and
CFH) convolved with cluster disruption.
In first approximation, the SFH of spiral galaxies can
be assumed constant for extended periods, unless external
perturbations (like interactions, minor, or major mergers)
change the condition of the gas in the galaxy. YSC disrup-
tion is usually inferred by changes in the number of clusters
as a function of time, assuming that the SFH has been con-
stant. In the presence of enhancement in SF, the change
brought by the increasing SFR can be misinterpreted as dis-
ruption. Thus it is of fundamental importance to know the
recent SFH of the host galaxy. The easiest assumption of a
constant star formation rate allows a very straightforward
interpretation of the age function which it is not necessar-
ily true. In the case of M51, we know it is an interacting
system and that tidal interactions can enhance the star for-
mation (Pettitt et al. 2017). Many simulations of the M51
evolution have suggested a double close passage of the com-
panion galaxy, the older approximately 400 − 500 Myr ago
and a more recent one 50 − 100 Myr ago (see Salo & Lau-
rikainen 2000; Dobbs et al. 2010). Whether the enhancement
of star formation during the close passages with the inter-
acting galaxy has a visible impact on the age function is
difficult to assess, without an accurate star formation his-
tory. Our analysis is limited to an age range < 200 Myr,
hence we expect our analysis to be only partially affected.
We build an age function dividing the sample in age bins
of 0.5 dex width and taking the number of sources in each
bin. This number is normalised by the age range spanned
by each bin (Fig. 13). Points have been fitted with a simple
power law dN/dt ∝ t−γ up to log(age/yr) = 8.5. After that
the incompleteness strongly affects the shape of the function,
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Figure 13. Age function of the cluster catalogue, comparing the
effect of different bin widths, namely widths of 0.5 dex (blue
squares), 0.6 dex (orange triangles) and 0.7 dex (red circles). The
grey-shaded area marks the ages at which incompleteness causes
a steepening of the slope, preventing the study of the function.
which starts declining steeply. The resulting slope is γ =
0.38 ± 0.06, smaller than reported by CH16 who found γ
in the range 0.6 − 0.7 using a set of mass selections and
age intervals. Note that, in their cluster selection, CH16 do
not remove clusters in the internal part of the galaxy, which
happen to have a much steeper slope. However the main
difference can probably to be attributed to the different age
modeling of the two catalogues. As can be seen from Fig.
7 the ages of the CH16 catalogue have a prominent peak
between logarithmic ages of 6.5 and 7. The resulting cluster
ages are therefore younger on average and result in a steeper
decline.
A source of uncertainty in the recovered slope of the
age function is related to the binning of the data. The dis-
tribution of the ages is discrete, and therefore binning is
necessary, but the choice of the bins can affect the recovered
slopes. To test possible variations we repeat our analysis
changing the bin size. Results are shown in Fig. 13. Dif-
ferences on the recovered slopes are within the errors and
therefore in this case the age function is statistically not
sensitive to the choice of binning.
Caution must be taken when considering the age func-
tion at young ages: in the literature it has been proposed that
an “infant mortality” (introduced by Lada & Lada 2003),
caused by the expulsion of leftover gas from star formation,
could in principle cause a rapid decline in the number of
clusters surviving after ∼ 10 Myr. However numerical simu-
lations show that gas expulsion does not have strong impact
of the dynamical status of the stars within a gravitationally
bound cluster (see Longmore et al. 2014 review). As already
discussed in Adamo et al. (2017), at young ages it could be
easier to include in the sample sources that are unbound at
the origin. We are not considering the sizes of clusters, or
their internal dynamics, therefore we are unable to assess
the boundness of clusters. However, given a typical size of a
few parsecs for the cluster radius (Ryon et al. 2015, 2017),
we know that clusters older than 10 Myr have ages larger
than their crossing time, and we can consider them bound
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Figure 14. Age function divided in mass bins. Dashed lines repre-
sent the best fitting curve for the bins in the range Log(age/yr)=
7 − 8.5. The grey-shaded areas mark the part of the functions
excluded from the analysis due to incompleteness (old ages) and
possible contamination by unbound sources (young ages).
systems. The inclusion of unbound sources would cause a
strong decline in the age function because they contaminate
our sample at ages younger than 10 Myr. If we exclude the
youngest age bins below 10 Myr, we find that the fit results
in a shallower slope, γ = 0.30± 0.06 (compare the resulting
slopes in Fig. 13 and Fig 14). In the hypothesis of constant
SFR over the last 200 Myr, we conclude that disruption is
not very significant in the age range 10− 200 Myr.
In order to test if the disruption time is mass dependent,
we divided the catalogue in three subsamples of increasing
mass, in the ranges: 5000− 104 M, 104 − 3× 104 M and
masses > 3× 104 M. The slopes of the resulting age func-
tions (Fig. 14) present small differences, with more massive
sources having flatter slopes. Incompleteness at ages ≈ 200
Myr may start affecting the less massive sources (∼5000 M)
which seem to have significantly more disruption. The dif-
ferences between the two more massive bins are within 1 σ,
thus very similar. CH16 found slopes compatible within 1 σ
in different mass bins, i.e. γ = −0.71 ± 0.03, −0.64 ± 0.20
and −0.62 ± 0.07 for mass ranges log(M/M)= 3.8 − 4.0 ,
4.0−4.5 and 4.5−5.0 respectively. These slopes are system-
atically steeper than what we find, with differences close to
∼ 3σ from our values.
The difficulty in retrieving the correct model for mass
disruption can be also due to the simultaneous action of
different processes dispersing the clusters mass. Elmegreen
& Hunter (2010) propose a model in which clusters are put
into an hierarchical environment in both space and time and
show that, under reasonable assumptions, many different
processes of mass disruption (or the combination of them)
can reproduce an age function with a power law decline, as
generally observed.
Under the assumption of a MDD time, we can derive
a typical value for cluster disruption. We consider t4, i.e.
the time necessary to disrupt a cluster of 104 M, as it is
an indicative physical value. We use a maximum-likelihood
fitting technique, introduced by Gieles (2009), where we as-
sume an ICMF described by a −2 power law with a possible
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exponential truncation at M∗ (which is left as a free param-
eter) and a disruption process which is mass dependent in
time, with a timescale-mass relation given by tdis ∝ M0.65.
In this analysis we considered sources with ages up to 109
yr, limiting the sample to M > 5000 M and Vmag < 23.4
mag (see Fig. 15). The mass cut, as previously pointed out,
allows us the study of a mass-complete sample (up to 200
Myr). The cut in magnitude instead allows us to consider
sources older than 200 Myr, accounting for the fading of old
sources below the magnitude completeness limit.
The results of this maximum-likelihood analysis are
M∗ = (8.6 ± 0.5)×104 M and t4 = 230 ± 20 Myr (proba-
bility distributions are given in Fig. 15). The Schechter trun-
cation mass is compatible to what we found in the previous
section within the uncertainties. The disruption timescale is
of the same order of t4 ' 130 Myr found in the analysis
of Gieles (2009), slightly above the interval 100 . t4 . 200
Myr retrieved for different assumptions for the cluster for-
mation history in Gieles et al. (2005). However, the analysis
of the age function suggests that some disruption, possibly
also with mass independent time, may have been effective
from the beginning, as we see a mild decrease in dN/dt al-
ready at young ages.
5 SIMULATED MONTECARLO
POPULATIONS
In order to better understand the results of the previous
sections, we perform simulations, producing Monte Carlo
populations of synthetic clusters, with properties similar to
what we observe for the cluster population of M51. We use
different initial sets of parameters for the mass distribution
and the disruption and compare the synthetic populations
with the observed one. This is particularly useful for the
luminosity function, which, while easy to obtain, is the result
of many generations of YSCs formed and evolved within the
galaxy. Analytical and semi-analytical models have tried to
derive an expected LF shape from basic assumptions on the
CIMF and on the age distribution and have been applied
to the studies of cluster populations (e.g. Haas et al. 2008
in M51, Fall 2006 in the Antennae, Hollyhead et al. 2016 in
NGC 1566). We will also refer to those studies in order to
compare expectations, simulations and observations.
5.1 Simulated Luminosity Functions
We simulate populations of clusters with masses larger than
200 M. The number of clusters per simulation is set such
that we have the same number of clusters with M > 5000
M as the observed population, i.e. ∼ 1200. The star (and
cluster) formation history is assumed constant for 200 Myr,
which is also the maximum age we assign to the simulated
clusters. After simulating age and mass for each of the syn-
thetic clusters we assign a magnitude to them in the B, V
and I bands, using the same models adopted for the SED
fitting and described in Section 3.4. We can then build the
luminosity functions, both in the binned and in the cumu-
lative way (see Sec 4.4 for ref.), and fit them with a power
law. The models used for the initial mass function and for
the disruption are:
Figure 15. Probability distributions for the Schechter mass M∗
and for the typical disruption time of a 104 M cluster, t4, in the
maximum-likelihood test (top). The red dot indicates the best fit.
The plots on the bottom collect the age-mass distributions, with
a dashed line indicating the limit (both due to the imposed mass
cut and the limiting magnitude) above which we have selected
the sources for the analysis. Black points are the selected sources,
while blue points are the total sample.
PL-2: pure −2 power law, no disruption.
PL-2 MDD: pure −2 power law, mass dependent disrup-
tion time model with k = 0.65 and t4 = 230 Myr (as the
results of the maximum-likelihood fit of Sec 4.6 suggest, see
the same Section also for the formalism).
SCH: Schechter function5 with M∗ = 105 M, no disrup-
tion.
SCH MDD: Schechter function withM∗ = 105 M, mass
dependent disruption time model with k = 0.65 and t4 = 230
Myr.
We have not included MID in the models because it will only
change the normalisation of the LF, not the shape. For this
5 The Schechter mass function, when not specified, is as-
sumed to have a slope −2 in the power law part, i.e. dN ∝
M−2 e−M/M∗dM
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Table 9. Results of the fit of the luminosity functions derived
from the simulated cluster populations with a pure power law.
The models are described in the text. The fit of the observed
luminosity function (with only sources younger than 200 Myr) is
given for comparison. The errors, not reported in the table, are
on the order of ±0.03 mag. The magnitude limits used are the
same of the real data, listed in Tab. 6.
MF binned function cumulative function
B V I B V I
OBS. 1.94 1.97 1.99 2.14 2.14 2.25
PL-2 1.90 2.00 1.96 2.02 2.03 2.06
PL-2 MDD 1.65 1.70 1.76 1.78 1.79 1.83
SCH 1.94 2.06 2.13 2.19 2.20 2.38
SCH MDD 1.81 1.90 2.02 2.08 2.09 2.29
reason the two models without disruption (PL-2 and SCH)
can be used to also study the expected LF in the case of
mass independent disruption time model.
The results of the analysis are collected in Tab 9 and
plotted in Fig 16. As expected, a−2 power law mass function
has a luminosity function with the same shape, when no
disruption is considered. Slopes close to −2 are retrieved in
all filters with both a binned and a cumulative function fit.
The values for the cumulative function are slightly steeper,
but both methods gives comparable results.
Considering disruption, MID would not change the
shape of the mass or luminosity function, as discussed in
Section 4.5.2. On the other hand a MDD would remove
more quickly low-mass sources, modifying the luminosity
function. The recovered slopes in this case are shallower,
indicating that many low-luminosity sources have been re-
moved (or have fallen below the completeness limit). The
effect of MDD is producing shallower LF in all filters. We
also observe that the slope is steeper in redder filters, as was
also observed in the real data. This trend is mainly due to
the difference in the the magnitude range fitted. The I band,
having a brighter completeness limit, is fitted only up to a
magnitude of 22.25 mag, which is less affected by disruption
than less bright magnitudes. If all filters will be fitted up to
the same limiting magnitude the trend would not appear.
When considering a Schechter mass function, the cor-
responding LF also has a steeper end. This is reflected in
the recovered slopes, which in many cases have values more
negative than −2. Including MDD still produces the effect of
bending the low-luminosity end of the LF, but in this case,
with slopes shallower than −2 at low luminosity and steeper
than −2 at high luminosities, the resulting slope with a sin-
gle power law can still be more negative than−2, as observed
in the real data.
We can conclude that in order to produce luminosity
functions with slopes steeper than −2 we need the underly-
ing mass function to be truncated, or at least steeper than
−2. MDD can affect the luminosity function, but only pro-
ducing shallower functions.
5.2 Age-Luminosity relation
Another characteristic of the luminosity function that can
be tested is the relative contribution of sources of different
ages to the total luminosity in each magnitude bin. It has
been proposed in the literature that, for a truncated mass
function, the median age of clusters vary as function of lumi-
nosity, with the brightest clusters being on average younger
than the faintest (see e.g. Adamo & Bastian 2015). This
expectation has been confirmed with semi-analytical mod-
els (e.g. Larsen 2009; Gieles 2010) and compared successfully
with observations (Larsen 2009; Bastian et al. 2012b).
To verify that a similar trend is visible also with our
catalogue we use the simulated cluster population, consid-
ering the PL-2 and SCH runs. For both cases we divide the
sources in magnitude bins of 1 mag and we take the median
age of the sources inside each bin. We repeated this process
100 times and in Fig. 17 we plot the area covered by the dis-
tribution of the central 50% median ages per magnitude bin.
In the case of PL-2 the median ages are more or less constant
at all magnitude, even if towards the bright end the spread
between the percentiles increases, due to the lower number
of sources there. On the other hand, for SCH, a trend with
younger ages towards brighter bins is clear. We also include
the median and 25th and 75th percent intervals obtained
from the observed luminosities of the clusters. They show
the same decreasing trend as the SCH model, bringing addi-
tional support to it. Similar conclusions are reached studying
the age-luminosity relation for ∼50 of the brightest clusters
of M51 with spectroscopically-derived ages in a forthcoming
paper (Cabrera-Ziri et al., in prep).
We have not considered disruption in this simple com-
parison. Anyway we do not expect the disruption to change
drastically the results: MID is unable to produce the ob-
served trend, and MDD could in principle only produce an
opposite trend, with brighter sources being on average older
(Larsen 2009). We must conclude that the trend we see be-
tween ages and luminosities is another sign of an underlying
truncated mass function.
5.3 Simulated Mass Function
We compare the simulated mass functions with the observed
one. For each model we set the number of simulated clusters
in order to be the same of the observed ones. In doing so we
are able to test for the effect of random sampling from the
mass function, which could produce a“truncation-like”effect
(see da Silva et al. 2012). We repeat the simulations 1000
times and compare the observed mass function with the me-
dian, the 50% and the 90% limits of the simulated functions
in Fig. 18. We plot the mass functions in the cumulative
form as we have seen that in this way the differences are
graphically easier to spot. The models of the mass function
considered for the simulations are a simple −2 power law,
the single power law best fit of the cumulative function and a
Schechter function with truncation mass 1.0×105 M (best
fit found in Tab. 8). When comparing the mass functions be-
haviours in Fig. 18 we immediately notice that a simple −2
power law (left panel) overestimates the number of cluster
at high masses. A steeper power law (middle panel) follows
better the observed data on average, but it underestimates
the low mass clusters and overestimates the high mass ones.
The Schechter case (right panel) instead follows quite nicely
the observed mass function at all masses.
We test the null hypothesis that the observed masses
are described by our models. We are mainly interested in the
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Figure 16. Luminosity functions of the simulated populations in the binned (left) and cumulative (right) form. BV I bands are plotted
in both cases. The models plotted are −2 power law (PL-2, solid line), −2 power law including MDD (PL-2 MDD, dashed) and Schechter
(SCH, dashed-dotted) functions. Even if the underlying mass functions are very different, the luminosity functions are graphically quite
similar in the binned form. When plotted cumulatively, instead, the differences are clear. In this second case the SCH model has the
most similar LF shape to the one observed in the data.
Figure 17. Median ages of the clusters in magnitude bins of 1 mag. The observed data (black points, with bars extending from the 1st
to the 3rd quartiles) are plotted over the expectations from the models. The shaded areas encompass the central 50% distributions of
medians from the simulations. The light areas (with an almost uniform behavior) are from the PL-2 model, the (declining) darker areas
are from the SCH model. The data show a trend for younger ages associated in brighter clusters. This is in agreement with expectations
from a Schechter mass function with a mass truncation at 105 M.
upper part of the mass function, which is the only part that
possibly deviates from a simple power law description. We
run the Anderson-Darling (AD) test comparing the observed
masses larger than 1.0× 104 M with the ones produced in
the Monte Carlo simulations. The AD test returns the prob-
ability that the null hypothesis (the two tested samples are
drawn from the same distribution) is true and a typical value
for rejecting the null hypothesis is p ∼ 10−4. The resulting
probabilities of our test are collected in the plots of Fig 18.
They confirm that −2 power law is a poor description for the
massive part of the function (p ≈ 10−5) while the other cases
perform better (p = 0.070 for the steeper power law and p
= 0.334 for the Schechter function). Both for the steeper
power law and for the Schechter function the null hypoth-
esis is not rejected. The test gives a better agreement with
the Schechter function.
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Figure 18. Monte Carlo simulations (black lines) compared to the observed mass function (blue triangles). 1000 Monte Carlo populations
were simulated. The median mass distributions (solid lines) and the limits within 50% (dashed) and 90% (dotted) of the simulations are
plotted. The resulting probability of the AD test is also reported (see text for description). The models for the simulated clusters are
pure power laws with different slopes (left and center) and Schechter mass functions (right).
We can conclude that the analysis of the mass func-
tion suggests that there is a mechanism that inhibits the
formation of clusters at very high masses. As pointed out in
Section 4.5.1, the same is seen for GMCs, and this mass cut
could therefore come from the progenitor structures.
6 CLUSTER FORMATION EFFICIENCY
The Cluster Formation Efficiency, CFE (also called Γ), is
the fraction of star formation happening within bound clus-
ters (see Bastian et al. 2012a). Previous studies have found
that Γ varies positively with the SFR density, ΣSFR. Galax-
ies with higher ΣSFR also have on average a larger Γ (see
Goddard et al. 2010; Adamo et al. 2011; Ryon et al. 2014
and Fig. 19). Variations of CFE values have been observed
also inside single galaxies, e.g. in the study of M83 (Silva-
Villa et al. 2013; Adamo et al. 2015), suggesting that the
main dependence of the efficiency is on the ΣSFR.
In order to calculate Γ, we compared the SFR with the
cluster formation rate (CFR). We calculated the SFR from
FUV, correcting for dust using 24µm emission according to
the recipe from Hao et al. (2011) and assuming a 0.1− 100
M Kroupa IMF. The resulting value is collected in Tab. 10.
The CFR has been calculated in the age ranges, 1− 10,
1−100, 1−200 and 10−100 Myr. The sum of the masses of
clusters in our catalogue with M > 5000 M in the selected
age range, divided by the age spanned, gives the CFR of
the mass limited sample of sources. In order to correct for
the missing mass of clusters less massive than 5000 M,
we have assumed a model for the ICMF and derived the
contribution of the low-mass clusters down to 100 M. The
assumed ICMF is a Schechter function with a truncation
mass of 1.0×105 M, as resulting from the fit in Section 4.5.
Values for measured masses, CFRs and Γ are collected
in Tab. 10. Errors on Γ have been estimated considering
uncertainties of 0.1 dex on age and mass values, a Poisson
error on the number of clusters used for calculating the total
mass, the errors on the mass function given in Tab. 8 and
assuming an uncertainty of 10% on the SFR value. Γ1−10
has been derived using two different tracers for the SFR. In
one case Hα+24µm has been used following the recipe by
Kennicutt et al. (2009). This recipe assumes that SFR has
Table 10. CFR and CFE (Γ) values for M51. a SFR derived
from FUV+24µm, associated uncertainty of ∼ 10%. b SFR de-
rived from Hα+24µm, associated uncertainty of ∼ 10%. c SFR
derived from Hα only, not corrected for obscured SF, associated
uncertainty of ∼ 50%.
Age range CFR SFR 〈ΣSFR〉 Γ
[Myr] [M/yr] [M/yr]
[
M/yr kpc−2
]
[%]
10− 100 0.305 1.636a 0.0139 18.6 ±2.4
1− 10 0.465 1.437b 0.0132 32.4 ±12.1
1− 10 0.465 0.734c 0.0062 63.3 ±39.0
1− 100 0.321 1.636a 0.0139 19.6 ±2.5
1− 200 0.264 1.636a 0.0139 16.2 ±1.9
been constant for ∼ 100 Myr. In the second case Hα has
been used without correction for obscured SF. This second
case traces only the SF younger than 10 Myr but a 50%
uncertainty is associated to the SFR value.
Γ10−100 = (18.6 ± 2.4)% is probably the value that is
less affected by systematics. The absence of clusters younger
than 10 Myr effectively avoid the possible inclusion of un-
bound sources in the sample, while the restriction to ages
younger than 100 Myr lowers the effects of the cluster dis-
ruption on the Γ derivation (see Kruijssen & Bastian 2016).
However, Tab. 10 shows that all Γ are consistent within
2σ with a 20% value. Γ1−10 and Γ1−100 are bigger due to
the possible contamination by unbound sources already dis-
cussed in Section 4.6. Γ1−200 is slightly lower, but we know
from the age function analysis (Section 4.6) that disruption
is affecting the cluster population.
Γ10−100 is compared with CFEs from other galaxies in
Fig. 19. Our value for M51 is similar to the Γ values found
for other local galaxies, in particular for similar spiral galax-
ies like M83 (Adamo et al. 2015). More in general, it fits
well into the ΣSFR−Γ relation modeled by Kruijssen (2012),
which predicts the amount of star formation happening in
the cluster to increase with increasing surface density of star
formation. In a recent work on M 31, Johnson et al. (2016)
suggested a comparison of the Γ values with the surface den-
sity of molecular gas. Their results show that the cluster for-
mation efficiency scales with Σgas, with the mid-plane pres-
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Figure 19. Cluster Formation Efficiency Γ in function of the av-
erage ΣSFR derived in the age range 10-100 Myr (blue square).
Values for other galaxies (taken from Goddard et al. 2010; Adamo
et al. 2011; Annibali et al. 2011; Ryon et al. 2014; Adamo et al.
2015; Lim & Lee 2015; Johnson et al. 2016) are shown for com-
parison. The black solid line is the ΣSFR − Γ model presented in
Kruijssen (2012) with a 3σ uncertainty enclosed by the dotted
lines.
sure of the galactic disk and with the fraction of molecular
over atomic gas. These finding suggests that environments
with higher pressure can form denser gas clouds which in
turn result in a higher fraction of star formation happening
in a clustered form. The environmental analysis of Paper II,
based on regions with different ΣSFR and Σgas inside M51,
will help testing the cluster formation efficiency scenario.
7 CONCLUSIONS
Using LEGUS (Calzetti et al. 2015) broadband observations
of M51 we have built a new catalogue of young stellar clus-
ters. The new WFC3 coverage allows very accurate photom-
etry in the UV and U bands, necessary for deriving precise
ages of the young sources. The cluster catalogue is automat-
ically extracted using the steps described in Adamo et al.
(2017). A critical parameter of the extraction is the mini-
mum concentration index considered (1.35 in our analysis).
The SEDs of the extracted sources are fitted with Yggdrasil
SSP models (Zackrisson et al. 2011) in a deterministic ap-
proach.
Sources with detection in at least 4 filters are initially vi-
sually classified by humans. This subsample has been used as
a training set for a ML algorithm that has classified the en-
tire catalogue. We focus our analyses on 2834 sources which
are compact and uniform in color, neglecting multi-peaked
sources.
Clusters are spatially associated with the spiral arms
of the galaxy up to ages of 200 Myr, as recently shown in
a simulation of spiral galaxies by Dobbs et al. (2017). The
luminosity, mass and age functions of the cluster sample are
analyzed and compared to the results of simulated Monte
Carlo cluster populations, in order to be able to better in-
terpret the observed features.
We list hereafter the main results of this work.
• A double power law provides the best fit for the lu-
minosity function, suggesting a truncation at bright magni-
tudes which is better observed when the function is plotted
in a cumulative way. A trend of steeper slopes with red-
der filter is observed, as already pointed out by Haas et al.
(2008), and, in each filter, brighter sources have on average
younger ages.
• The mass function has been directly studied with a
maximum–likelihood fit, supporting the hypothesis of a
truncated function: the cluster population of M51 is con-
sistent with a Schechter function with slope −2 and a mass
truncation at M∗ = 105 M. The analysis is repeated con-
sidering only high mass clusters (M> 104 M). A steeper
slope is retrieved but the fit still gives preference to a trun-
cated function with M∗ ∼ 105.
• The age function indicates the presence of a moder-
ate disruption over the range 10 − 200 Myr. The study of
disruption in the first 10 Myr is precluded by the contami-
nation of possibly unbound sources. Under the assumption
of a mass-dependent disruption in time, a typical timescale
for the disruption of 104 M clusters is derived, t4 = 230
Myr.
• Simulated Monte Carlo populations are used to test the
luminosity and mass function analyses. The trends observed
in the luminosity function are recovered when a cluster pop-
ulation with an underlying Schechter mass function is anal-
ysed. A cluster population simulated with a pure power law
mass function fails instead to produce the observed trends.
We notice that a cumulative function is the preferred way
to study the bright end of the luminosity function and to
investigate a possible deviation from a simple power law.
The inclusion of cluster disruption in the simulations have
also an impact on the luminosity function, but only at the
faint end. Monte Carlo population are also used for a direct
study of the mass function. A careful study of the high mass
end of the function in the comparison with the simulated
populations rejects the hypothesis of the function following
a simple −2 power law, with a probability of ' 0.001% given
by an Anderson-Darling statistics.
• We derive the fraction of star formation happening in
clusters, which for M51 is ' 20%. This value is in line with
the model of Kruijssen (2012) linking the cluster formation
efficiency with the SFR density, as well as consistent with
observations for γ within local star-forming galaxies.
In a forthcoming paper (Paper II) clusters will be ana-
lyzed as a function of environments inside M51, enabling us
to link cluster properties with the interstellar medium and
GMC properties.
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